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Abstract. Magnetic helicity is an invariant of ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) that
encodes information on the topology of magnetic field lines. It has long been appreciated that
magnetic topology is an important constraint for the evolution of magnetic fields in MHD. In
applications to the solar atmosphere, understanding magnetic topology is crucial for following
the evolution and eruption of magnetic fields. At present, magnetic helicity flux can be measured
in solar observations but the interpretation of results is difficult due to the combination of
confounding factors. We propose that a renormalization of helicity flux, the magnetic winding,
can be used to detect more detailed topological features in magnetic fields and thus provide a
more reliable signature for predicting the onset of solar eruptions.

1. Introduction
The evolution of magnetic fields in magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) is constrained by the
underlying topology of magnetic field lines. An invariant of ideal MHD which is related to
this underlying field line topology is magnetic helicity - a measure of the mean flux-weighted
entanglement of the field lines. Moffatt [1] first made the connection between the magnetic
helicity of closed magnetic fields and topology through the Gauss linking number. A magnetic
field with non-zero helicity has its energy bounded from below by this helicity, i.e. the
knottedness and linkage of the field lines ensure some energy content to the field. In many
solar physics applications, the helicity is essentially conserved, thus preventing the magnetic
field relaxing to a current-free state [2].

In some applications, we have to consider magnetic fields that are not closed, i.e. they
have non-trivial components normal to a boundary. For example, in the solar atmosphere,
magnetic regions emerge from beneath the solar surface (the photosphere) and then evolve in
the atmosphere whilst remaining “connected” to the solar surface. To model such fields, the
solar surface is treated as a lower boundary, since we have no detailed information about the
magnetic field structure beneath the surface.

These extra (open) boundary conditions present a problem for the classical definition of
helicity in closed magnetic fields. Since classical helicity is based on a vector potential, the
open boundary conditions mean that this quantity is no longer gauge invariant. To remedy
this, a different measure of helicity, known as relative helicity, can be used that compares the
entanglement of two different magnetic fields with the same boundary conditions [3]. This
quantity is gauge invariant for open magnetic fields.
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In this paper, we discuss relative helicity flux through a planar boundary and show how
it reveals that the winding of field lines can be used to describe the underlying topological
structure of relative helicity (in a similar way to Gauss linkage for classical helicity). We then
present a renormalization of the helicity flux, which we refer to as the magnetic winding flux.
This quantity depends solely on the geometry of field lines and can detect regions of topological
complexity more clearly than the helicity. We finish by arguing that magnetic winding should
become a staple calculation, alongside helicity, in the analysis of solar observations since both
these quantities together provide much more information about the topological complexity of
emerging solar magnetic fields than just the helicity alone.

2. Helicity and winding fluxes
With an eye on applications to solar flux emergence later, we will focus on helicity and winding
fluxes through a planar boundary representing the solar surface. In solar observations, we cannot
measure the components of the magnetic field in the atmosphere, only at the surface. Therefore,
the expressions that we will present can be estimated from solar observations.

All calculations will be performed on a horizontal plane P . The magnetic field that intersects
with P will change in time due to emergence, submergence, or the horizontal motions due to
the foot-points of existing field lines. Therefore, our domain of integration Ω will consist of
“stacked” planes P at different times, as indicated in Figure 1.

y
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P (t)

Ω

t = 0

t = T

Figure 1: Domain of integration Ω. The plane at time t is denoted P (t). The domain is shown
as a circular cylinder but this can be generalized to more irregular shapes.

In Figure 1, the plane P is shown to be finite but the following results also apply if P has
no side boundaries (assuming the magnetic field decays rapidly enough with distance from the
plane [3]). We adopt a Cartesian basis {e1, e2, et}, where the last vector is in the direction of
increasing time. The vector et, like ez, is orthogonal to P .

2.1. Helicity flux
Berger [4] (see also [5]) showed that the rate of change of relative helicity HR through P can be
written as

d

dt
HR = − 1

2π

∫
P×P

d

dt
θ(x,y)Bz(x)Bz(y) d2x d2y, (1)

where Bz is the component of the magnetic field B orthogonal to P , x and y are horizontal
position vectors on P (marking the intersections of field lines with the plane) and θ is the the
angle of x− y on P , as indicated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Two footpoint intersections with P shown as red and black dots. Their respective
position vectors, x and y, are displayed with reference to a chosen origin O. The pairwise
winding angle measures the rotation of x− y about O.

The rate of change of the pairwise winding angle in time is given by

d

dt
θ(x,y) =

d

dt
arctan

[
(x− y) · ey
(x− y) · ex

]
= ez ·

(x− y)

|x− y|2
×
(

dx

dt
− dy

dt

)
. (2)

Equation (1) is derived assuming a potential reference field and a particular gauge. We refer
the reader to [4] for the details.

The relative helicity that is determined from equation (1) is only that related to magnetic
field passing through P under ideal MHD motion. In order to appreciate how equation (1)
measures relative helicity, we now consider a simple thougth experiment. First, consider two
thin and closed magnetic flux tubes that are located beneath P and are linked (as shown in
Figure 3(a)). The field lines in each tube are parallel to the tube axis, i.e. we do not need to
consider the effects of internal structure on helicity [6]. The tubes move up through P until they
have completely emerged at t = T1 (Figure 3(b)). At the later time of t = T2, the tubes have
completely submerged again and return to their initial state (Figure 3(a)). Thus at t = T2, we
have, trivially, HR = 0 because there is no magnetic field above P . From equation (1), we get
this result but the calculation has a subtle and important difference.

Figure 3 shows the emergence and submergence events at different times in three-dimensional
space. This is different, however, from the domain Ω, on which we integrate. Figure 4 shows the
field structure in Ω at t = T2. Here we have the full emergence of the tubes (as in Figure 3(b))
but now there is a copy of the tubes with the opposite sign of linkage. This is because when the
tubes submerge through P , the points of intersection of the tubes with P rotate in the opposite
direction compared to when they were emerging. During emergence, equation (1) records a
pairwise winding of magnitude θ = 2π, due to the fact that the tubes link once and are closed.
During subergence, a pairwise winding of −θ is recorded, i.e. the equal and opposite angle to
that recorded in the emergence phase. Hence, since the magnetic flux weighting is constant in
time, the result that HR = 0 at t = T2 comes from the fact that the recorded topology of the
tubes is equal and opposite during the emergence and submergence phases.

Although for this simple example, we could quantify the topology with the Gauss linking
number, equation (1) quantifies the topology by measuring the winding of field lines passing
through P . Winding is a more general quantifier of topology as it produces the same result as
the Gauss linking number for closed magnetic fields [7] but can also quantify open magnetic
fields - in this case, the winding angle θ would not be an integer multiple of 2π.

As well as measuring the topology of the magnetic field, the value of HR is also weighted by
magnetic flux. Thus, if a magnetic field has weak topology but very strong field strength, the
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Figure 3: Two closed and linked flux tubes moving through the plane P . (a) shows the initial
condition at t = 0 and the fully submerged end state at t = T2. (b) shows the fully emerged
state at t = T1.

t = T2

Figure 4: The magnetic field in Ω at t = T2. Notice the equal and opposite linkage, which
translates to equal and opposite winding in equation (1).

helicity could be large. Also, if the field strength is weak but the topology strong, HR could
also be large. Thus the mixture of information about field line topology and magnetic flux can
easily lead to difficulties in interpreting the results of relative helicity flux.

In the above thought experiment, consider the situation in which the magnetic field
experiences some diffusion on P that does not affect the linkage of the tubes. In this
situation, Bz, and thus the helicity, would decay during the emergence and submergence
periods. Therefore, the helicity recorded during emergence would not cancel with that during
submergence, as before. This situation would represent a change in relative helicity that does
not result from a change in magnetic topology.
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2.2. Winding flux
One possible solution to the ambiguities of relative helicity, described above, is to renormalize
helicity and remove the dependence on magnetic flux. Doing so, we produce a quantity that
depends only on the geometry of magnetic field lines. We name this quantity the magnetic
winding L [4, 8]. The flux of L through P is given by

d

dt
L = − 1

2π

∫
P×P

d

dt
θ(x,y)σ(x)σ(y) d2x d2y, (3)

where where σ(x) is an indicator function marking when the field line at x moves up or down
in z, i.e.

σ(x) =


1 if Bz > 0,
−1 if Bz < 0,
0 if Bz = 0.

(4)

It is clear from the replacement of Bz with σ in equation (3) that, given two magnetic fields
with different field strengths but equal topologies, L would be the same for both fields but HR

would not.

3. Flux emergence
Now that we have expressions for relative helicity and winding fluxes, we can investigate what
kind of information each can provide for the emergence or submergence of solar-like magnetic
fields. Consider the magnetic flux tube shown in Figure 5. The details of how to construct this
tube are given in [8].

Near the boundary of the flux tube, the magnetic field is twisted, as indicated by the blue
field lines. At the centre of the tube, the field lines are weakly-twisted apart from a region of
strong twist near the apex, as indicated by the red field lines. The localized region has much
stronger twist than the part of the field indicated by the blue field lines.

In Figure 5(a), at t = 0, the flux tube is completely beneath the plane P . At a later time
of t = 1 (in normalized units), the tube is completely emerged above the plane P , as shown in
Figure 5(b). At t = 1.46, the tube is partially submerged with the localized region of strong
twist remaining above P , as displayed in Figure 5(c). Upon integrating equations (1) and (3),
the time-integrated relative helicity and magnetic winding fluxes are displayed in Figure 6.

Focussing on the helicity input first, there is an increase during the emergence phase up to
t = 1. In the submergence phase there is a significant removal of relative helicity from above
P . This behaviour is as expected, but in order to find more detail we need to consider the
time-integrated magnetic winding.

For the magnetic winding, the profile shows a much steeper rate of input, compared to the
helicity input, during the emergence phase. The difference is due to the fact that helicity is
weighted by magnetic flux and winding is not. When the winding picks up the localized region
of strong twist passing through P , this corresponds to the sharper profile in Figure 6. After this
region has emerged, the remaining twist in the tube is much weaker and has very little effect on
the winding. For the helicity, however, the winding is weighted by magnetic flux which masks
the clear distinction between strong and weak twist seen in the winding input.

In the submergence phase, since the localized region of strong twist does not pass through
P , the effect on the winding is small (it is only picking up the weak twist from the rest of the
tube). The helicity, on the other hand, reveals a much stronger decrease since the weak twist is
weighted by magnetic flux, which boosts its signal.

This simple toy model shows that the magnetic winding input can detect more localized
regions of magnetic topology more clearly than the relative helicity input. This behaviour
can also be found in MHD simulations of solar flux emergence. MacTaggart and Prior [9, 10]
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5: A magnetic flux tube at different stages of emergence. Details of the magnetic topology
are given in the text. (a) t = 0, pre-emergence; (b) t = 1, full emergence; (c) t = 1.46, partial
submergence. The plane P is shown and is coloured with the vertical component of the magnetic
field, Bz. This figure is based on one from [8].

Figure 6: The time-integrated relative helicity (blue) and magnetic winding (yellow). Values
are normalized with respect to their maximum values. The dashed line indicates when the tube
has emerged fully and begins to submerge. This figure is based on one from [8].

performed detailed analyses of self-consistent MHD simulations of flux emergence, modelling the
top of the convection zone through to the corona. Magnetic winding consistently detects the
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emergence or submergence of localized regions of topological complexity more clearly than the
helicity.

4. Summary
In this article, we have discussed how the winding of magnetic field lines acts as the underlying
topological description of relative helicity, in a similar way to how Gauss linkage underpins
the definition of classical helicity. The relative helicity flux measures this winding weighted
by magnetic flux. By removing the magnetic flux from the helicity calculation, we produce a
measure of magnetic winding that depends only on the geometry of field lines and not on the
strength of the magnetic field. It is shown that the magnetic winding flux can be used to detect
specific regions of topological complexity in magnetic fields more clearly than the relative helicity
flux.

Observations of relative helicity input into the solar atmosphere currently make use of
equation (1). Since equation (3) is very similar in form, it should not be too difficult to also
calculate this quantity in observations. Both helicity and winding together would provide a
much more complete picture of the topological complexity of emerging solar magnetic fields.

For further reading, a detailed description of theoretical aspects of magnetic winding, and
its relation to helicity, can be found in [8]. For the behaviour of helicity and winding in flux
emergence, we point the reader to [9, 10].
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